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Addendum

1. At the special meeting which the Committees held on 15 December 1982, it was agreed that additional information would be useful for the survey of government measures to expand domestic consumption of dairy products. Delegations interested in this work have been invited to communicate to the secretariat by 1 May 1983 the information listed in the annex to document DPC/P/W/11, DPC/F/W/10, DPC/C/W/10.

2. The information furnished has been published in the following addenda to document DPC/P/W/11, DPC/F/W/10, DPC/C/W/10:

   Add.1   Uruguay.
   Add.2   Australia
   Add.3   New Zealand
   Add.4   South Africa
   Add.5   European Economic Community
   Add.6   Japan
   Add.7   Switzerland
   Add.8   United States
   Add.9   Finland
   Add.10  Canada